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AER’s sCast is the most comprehensive long range forecasting service in the industry- providing detailed temperature and precipitation 
forecasts for key regions in the US, Europe and Asia.

Highly skilled regional Heating and Cooling Degree Day forecasts that are population weighted for electricity, gas and oil demand-and for 
weather derivatives traders, these forecasts are provided for the CME-traded cities.

Forecasts that are based on a proprietary climate model developed and supported by leading seasonal forecast experts who are also 
available for private consultation.

Forecast With Confidence. 

™

Forecasts Based on Proven 
Science with Proven Results.

Superior Forecast Skill-
Peer Reviewed & Published 
in Leading Journals.

Consumer Demand 
Tailored Forecasts.

Released Before Government 
Forecasts- Giving You an Edge.

Direct Access to Expert 
Seasonal Forecasters.

Based on over a decade of climate research at AER, leading scientists modeled the effects of fall 
precursors and winter climate to more accurately forecast winter temperatures and precipitation.  
sCast’s superior forecast skill correlates to observed conditions on average, 60-70% of the time 
providing forecast accuracy that is second to none.

sCast forecasts are tailored to your trading needs- population weighted Heating and Cooling Degree 
Forecasts by energy type- electricity, natural gas and oil- helping you determine the impact of the 
forecast on energy demand.

AER’s sCast forecasts are independent of Government models, they are released earlier, and more 
importantly, have consistently outperformed the Government’s climate forecast.

AER seasonal forecasters are available to answer your questions and explain their rationale in 
private consultations.  Schedule them on an on-going basis or as needed- access to experts is key.

Since 2005, AER’s climate science has been highlighted in a feature article on the National Science 
Foundation’s Special Report website entitled “Predicting Seasonal Weather”. 
See: http://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/autumnwinter/predicts.jsp

AER Scientists have published multiple papers in peer-reviewed climate journals.  The latest publica-
tion in the Journal of Climate verified several years of model skill as compared with observations. 
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Forecast Discussion

sCast Temperature from Normal (°F) for Dec. 
2007, Jan. & Feb. 2008

sCast Temperature from Normal (°F) for Dec. 2007

sCast Temperature from Normal (°F) for Jan. 2008

sCast Temperature from Normal (°F) for Feb. 2008

sCast Temperature Forecast - U.S.

National Discussion
AER is forecasting warm for most of the country except 
along the East Coast where the model is forecasting some 
cold temperatures. Analog years show warm for much of the 
country especially in the Central US.  The model is predict-
ing that January will be the warmest month relative to 
normal and February the coldest.  Some uncertainty still 
exists with the forecast. 

Northeast - Cold/Warm
Mostly below normal temperatures are expected for the 
region during the 3-month period. Our model is indicating 
that February will be coldest month relative to normal.  
There is some uncertainty in this forecast.

South - Warm/Cold
The model is predicting above normal temperatures in the 
western region of the Southeast and below normal tempera-
tures in the east.  There is some uncertainty in this forecast. 

Great Lakes - Warm/Cold
The model is predicting above normal temperatures in the 
western region of the Great Lakes and below normal 
temperatures in the east.  There is some uncertainty in this 
forecast. 

Upper Midwest - Warm
Above normal temperatures are predicted for the region 
during the 3-month period.  January is predicted as the 
warmest month relative to normal and February as the 
coldest. There is some uncertainty in this forecast.

West - Warm
Above normal temperatures are expected for the region. 
Our model is indicating that the greatest warm anomalies will 
occur in the month of January.  

Technical Discussion
The two major inputs for the winter forecast are Siberian 
snow cover and atmospheric conditions.   October Siberian 
snow cover was below normal.   Below normal snow cover 
indicates an overall warm winter.  However we feel that 
atmospheric conditions favor some extended cold conditions 
especially in the Eastern US.

J. Cohen, PhD
Director, Seasonal Forecasting

 

 

About the Science:
Unlike other seasonal forecasts, 
sCast uses a unique initialization 
scheme as input to its climate 
model.  Our input is a combina-
tion of El Niño and temperature 
trends in addition to snow cover 
from remote parts of the world 
and the North Atlantic 
Oscillation and Arctic Oscillation 
patterns.  This provides a more 
complete indication of the 
overall forcing and allows more 
accurate seasonal forecasting 
than other models that 
incorporate only ocean-based 
factors in predicting seasonal 
climate, including El Niño.

About AER:
Founded in 1977, Atmospheric 
and Environmental Research, Inc. 
is an award-winning environmen-
tal research, consulting and 
weather information services 
company with demonstrated 
expertise in numerical weather 
prediction, climate dynamics and 
radiation, circulation diagnostics, 
atmospheric chemistry, air 
quality and risk assessment, 
planetary sciences, remote 
sensing, satellite meteorology,  
and systems engineering. 
Consulting services are available.   
Visit our web site at 

www.aer.com
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AER is forecasting warm for most of the country except along the East Coast where the model is forecast-
ing some cold temperatures. Analog years show warm for much of the country especially in the Central 
US.  The model is predicting that January will be the warmest month relative to normal and February the 
coldest.   Some uncertainty still exists with the forecast. 
Northeast - Cold/Warm
Mostly below normal temperatures are expected for the region during the 3-month period. Our model is 
indicating that February will be coldest month relative to normal.  There is some uncertainty in this 
forecast.
South - Warm/Cold
The model is predicting above normal temperatures in the western region of the Southeast and below 
normal temperatures in the east.  There is some uncertainty in this forecast. 
Great Lakes - Warm/Cold
The model is predicting above normal temperatures in the western region of the Great Lakes and below 
normal temperatures in the east.  There is some uncertainty in this forecast. 
Upper Midwest - Warm
Above normal temperatures are predicted for the region during the 3-month period.  January is predicted 
as the warmest month relative to normal and February as the coldest. There is some uncertainty in this 
forecast.
West - Warm
Above normal temperatures are expected for the region. Our model is indicating that the greatest warm 
anomalies will occur in the month of January.

National Discussion
Forecast Discussion

ssCast Heating & Cooling 
Degree Day Forecasts

Technical Discussion
The two major inputs for the winter forecast are Siberian snow cover and atmospheric conditions.   October 
Siberian snow cover was below normal.   Below normal snow cover indicates an overall warm winter.  How-
ever we feel that atmospheric conditions favor some extended cold conditions especially in the Eastern US.

J. Cohen, PhD Director, Seasonal Forecasting

 

 

About the Science:
Unlike other seasonal forecasts, 
sCast uses a unique initialization 
scheme as input to its climate 
model.  Our input is a combina-
tion of El Niño and temperature 
trends in addition to snow cover 
from remote parts of the world 
and the North Atlantic 
Oscillation and Arctic Oscillation 
patterns.  This provides a more 
complete indication of the 
overall forcing and allows more 
accurate seasonal forecasting 
than other models that 
incorporate only ocean-based 
factors in predicting seasonal 
climate, including El Niño.

About AER:
Founded in 1977, Atmospheric 
and Environmental Research, Inc. 
is an award-winning environmen-
tal research, consulting and 
weather information services 
company with demonstrated 
expertise in numerical weather 
prediction, climate dynamics and 
radiation, circulation diagnostics, 
atmospheric chemistry, air 
quality and risk assessment, 
planetary sciences, remote 
sensing, satellite meteorology,  
and systems engineering. 
Consulting services are available.   
Visit our web site at 

www.aer.com
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3-MONTH AVERAGE (°F) 
Dec 2007, Jan & Feb 2008 

3-MONTH TOTAL (Base 65°F) 
Dec 2007, Jan & Feb 2008 

Daily Mean Temperature Cooling Degree Days Heating Degree Days

Anomaly Forecas t 
Most Likely 

Range 
Climate 
Normal 

Climate 
Normal 

Fore-
cas t 

Climate 
Normal Forecas t 

Atlanta 0 .0  44.9  41.4  - 48 .4  44.9  2  0  1827 1841 

Bos ton -0 .1  31.8  27.9  - 35 .7  31.9  0  0  3016 3052 

Chicago 1 .0  26.5  23.3  - 29 .7  25.5  0  0  3590 3539 

Cincinnati 0 .1  32.9  29.2  - 36 .6  32.8  0  0  2967 2945 

Dallas 1 .2  47.9  44.9  - 50 .9  46.7  12  16  1677 1565 

Des  Moines  1 .9  25.9  22.8  - 29 .0  24.0  0  0  3731 3592 

Detroit -0 .2  26.9  23.8  - 30 .0  27.1  0  0  3474 3497 

Houston 0 .6  54.2  52.0  - 56 .4  53.6  61  76  1096 986 

Kansas  C ity 2 .0  32.4  29.4  - 35 .4  30.4  0  0  3149 2992 

Las  Vegas  2 .4  51.1  48.1  - 54 .1  48.7  1  5  1528 1273 

Minneapolis  1 .7  19.0  15.5  - 22 .5  17.3  0  0  4353 4224 

New York -0 .4  34.7  32.7  - 36 .7  35.1  0  0  2730 2781 

Philadelphia -0 .5  34.3  31.2  - 37 .4  34.8  0  0  2760 2816 

Portland 0 .6  41.7  40.0  - 43 .4  41.1  0  0  2146 2144 

Sacramento 1 .0  48.8  47.0  - 50 .6  47.8  0  0  1574 1493 

Salt Lake C ity 2 .0  33.3  30.9  - 35 .7  31.3  0  0  3057 2914 

Tucson 1 .4  54.3  52.2  - 56 .4  52.9  3  7  1079 985 

Baltimore -0 .6  34.2  30.7  - 37 .7  34.8  0  0  2702 2824 
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Technical Discussion
The major input for this month is ENSO (El Niño/Southern Oscillation).  ENSO provides forcing signals based 
on sea surface temperatures.  Strong La Niña conditions are predicted for the upcoming winter and because 
of this there is a dry signal for the Southern US and wet signal in the Northern corners of the US.

Northeast - Normal/Wet
The AER model is predicting wet conditions for the region.  Analog years also show mostly wet conditions.  
There is some uncertainty in the forecast.

South - Dry/Normal
The AER model is forecasting dry conditions for much of the Southeast.  Analog years also show mostly 
dry.  There is some uncertainty in the forecast.

Great Lakes - Wet/Normal
The AER model is forecasting wet conditions for the region while analog years show mixed dry and wet for 
the region.  There is some uncertainty in the forecast.

Upper Midwest - Normal
The AER model is forecasting near normal conditions for the region.  Analog years also show mostly normal 
to dry conditions.  There is some uncertainty in the forecast.

West - Wet/Dry
The AER model is forecasting wet conditions for the Pacific Northwest but dry in the Southwest.  Analog 
years show similar conditions.  There is some uncertainty in the forecast.

Region Forecast
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Great Lakes 

Upper Midwest 

West 

Normal/Wet

Dry/Normal

Wet/Dry

Normal

Wet/Normal

Note: Cold / Warm; Warm /Cold  
designation means forecast 
variation within a region.

About the Science:
Unlike other seasonal forecasts, 
sCast uses a unique initialization 
scheme as input to its climate 
model.  Our input is a combina-
tion of El Niño and temperature 
trends in addition to snow cover 
from remote parts of the world 
and the North Atlantic 
Oscillation and Arctic Oscillation 
patterns.  This provides a more 
complete indication of the 
overall forcing and allows more 
accurate seasonal forecasting 
than other models that 
incorporate only ocean-based 
factors in predicting seasonal 
climate, including El Niño.

About AER:
Founded in 1977, Atmospheric 
and Environmental Research, Inc. 
is an award-winning environmen-
tal research, consulting and 
weather information services 
company with demonstrated 
expertise in numerical weather 
prediction, climate dynamics and 
radiation, circulation diagnostics, 
atmospheric chemistry, air 
quality and risk assessment, 
planetary sciences, remote 
sensing, satellite meteorology,  
and systems engineering. 
Consulting services are available.   
Visit our web site at 

www.aer.com

A La Niña event is ongoing and the models predict further strengthening during the course of the winter. 
Based on strengthening La Niña conditions, the model is forecasting wet conditions in Northwestern and 
Northeastern US with dry along the Southern US.  Analog years show wet in the lower Great Lakes and wet 
for much of the West Coast and the Northeast. Model and analog years show fairly good agreement except 
in the Northern Plains. 

National Discussion
Forecast Discussion

mCast Precipitation Difference from Normal (inches) for 
December 2007, January & Febuary 2008.

Precipitation Anomaly Composite for Analog Years 
(1988, 1995, 2006).

J. Cohen, PhD
Director, Seasonal Forecasting
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The AER model is forecasting above normal temperatures 
for most of East Asia except for parts of coastal Siberia, 
Northern Japan, Mongolia and Northern China.  Analog 
years show warm in Western China and cold in Western 
Mongolia.  Some uncertainty still exists with the forecast.

Eastern Siberia - Warm/Cold
Above normal temperatures are expected for the entire 
region during the 3-month period except for parts of the 
extreme east. Our model is indicating that February will be 
the warmest month relative to normal.  There is some 
uncertainty in this forecast.

Northern China - Warm/Cold
The model is predicting above normal temperatures for 
much of the region except for Southern Mongolia and 
adjacent Northern China.  Region-wide, February is 
predicted as the warmest month and December the coldest 
month relative to normal.  There is some uncertainty in this 
forecast. 

Southern China - Warm
The model is predicting above normal temperatures for the 
region.  February is predicted as the warmest month relative 
to normal.  There is some uncertainty in this forecast.

Northern Japan - Cold/Warm
Above normal temperatures are predicted to the south and 
below normal temperatures to the north for the 3-month 
period.  The model is indicating that February will be the 
coldest month relative to normal.  There is some uncertainty 
in this forecast.

Southern Japan - Warm
Above normal temperatures are expected for the region 
during the 3-month period. The model is indicating that for 
all three months, temperatures will be above normal. There 
is some uncertainty in this forecast.  

Asian Discussion

Forecast Discussion

sCast Temperature from Normal (°F) for Dec. 
2007, Jan. & Feb. 2008

sCast Temperature from Normal (°F) for Dec. 2007

sCast Temperature from Normal (°F) for Jan. 2008

sCast Temperature from Normal (°F) for Feb. 2008

sCast Temperature Forecasts - Asia

Technical Discussion
The two major inputs for the winter forecast are Siberian 
snow cover and ENSO conditions.   October Siberian snow 
cover was below normal.   Below normal snow cover indicates 
an overall warm winter for East Asia except for regional cold 
mostly in Southern Mongolia.   Also a strong La Niña is 
predicted for the winter.  However, La Niña should have little 
effect on East Asia.

J. Cohen, PhD
Director, Seasonal Forecasting

  

 

About the Science:
Unlike other seasonal forecasts, 
sCast uses a unique initialization 
scheme as input to its climate 
model.  Our input is a combina-
tion of El Niño and temperature 
trends in addition to snow cover 
from remote parts of the world 
and the North Atlantic 
Oscillation and Arctic Oscillation 
patterns.  This provides a more 
complete indication of the 
overall forcing and allows more 
accurate seasonal forecasting 
than other models that 
incorporate only ocean-based 
factors in predicting seasonal 
climate, including El Niño.

About AER:
Founded in 1977, Atmospheric 
and Environmental Research, Inc. 
is an award-winning environmen-
tal research, consulting and 
weather information services 
company with demonstrated 
expertise in numerical weather 
prediction, climate dynamics and 
radiation, circulation diagnostics, 
atmospheric chemistry, air 
quality and risk assessment, 
planetary sciences, remote 
sensing, satellite meteorology,  
and systems engineering. 
Consulting services are available.   
Visit our web site at 

www.aer.com
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designation means forecast 
variation within a region.
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AER is forecasting warm for most of the country except along the East Coast where the model is forecast-
ing some cold temperatures. Analog years show warm for much of the country especially in the Central 
US.  The model is predicting that January will be the warmest month relative to normal and February the 
coldest.  Some uncertainty still exists with the forecast. 

Northeast - Cold/Warm
Mostly below normal temperatures are 
expected for the region during the 3-month 
period. Our model is indicating that 
February will be coldest month relative to 
normal.  There is some uncertainty in this 
forecast.

South - Warm/Cold
The model is predicting above normal 
temperatures in the western region of the 
Southeast and below normal temperatures 
in the east.  There is some uncertainty in 
this forecast. 

Great Lakes - Warm/Cold
The model is predicting above normal 
temperatures in the western region of the 
Great Lakes and below normal tempera-
tures in the east.  There is some uncer-
tainty in this forecast. 

Upper Midwest - Warm
Above normal temperatures are predicted 
for the region during the 3-month period.    
January is predicted as the warmest month 
relative to normal and February as 
the coldest. There is some uncer-
tainty in this forecast.

West - Warm
Above normal temperatures are 
expected for the region. Our 
model is indicating that the 
greatest warm anomalies will occur 
in the month of January.

National Discussion
Forecast Discussion

sCast Population Weighted HDD Forecasts

Technical Discussion
The two major inputs for the winter forecast are Siberian snow cover and atmospheric conditions.  October 
Siberian snow cover was below normal.   Below normal snow cover indicates an overall warm winter.  How-
ever we feel that atmospheric conditions favor some extended cold conditions especially in the Eastern US.

J. Cohen, PhD
Director, Seasonal Forecasting

 

 

About the Science:
Unlike other seasonal forecasts, 
sCast uses a unique initialization 
scheme as input to its climate 
model.  Our input is a combina-
tion of El Niño and temperature 
trends in addition to snow cover 
from remote parts of the world 
and the North Atlantic 
Oscillation and Arctic Oscillation 
patterns.  This provides a more 
complete indication of the 
overall forcing and allows more 
accurate seasonal forecasting 
than other models that 
incorporate only ocean-based 
factors in predicting seasonal 
climate, including El Niño.

About AER:
Founded in 1977, Atmospheric 
and Environmental Research, Inc. 
is an award-winning environmen-
tal research, consulting and 
weather information services 
company with demonstrated 
expertise in numerical weather 
prediction, climate dynamics and 
radiation, circulation diagnostics, 
atmospheric chemistry, air 
quality and risk assessment, 
planetary sciences, remote 
sensing, satellite meteorology,  
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Consulting services are available.   
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HDD Difference  Pop HDD Percent Difference  Pop

Region
Normal

Population
Weighted HDD

Forecast 
Population 

Weighted HDD

Observed 
Population

Weighted HDD 
for 2007

North East 3151 3183 3040
Great Lakes 3473 3436 3372
Upper Midwest 3717 3552 3573
West 1877 1744 1893
South 1631 1609 1606
National 2465 2418 2410
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normaal..  TTheerree iss some uuncerta
forecasstt.

Southh - WWaarrmm//Colld
The moodeel is ppreedicttinng aabove n
temperatuureess iin the wwesstern re
Southeeaastt anndd beeloww nnorrmal te
in the eeeastt.  TThherre iss ssomme unce
this forreecaastt. 

Greatt Laakeess -- WWarrmm/CCold
The moodeel is ppreedicttinng aabove n
temperratuureess iin the wwesstern re
Great LLakkes aannd belooww nnormal 
tures inn thhe eeast..  Thheere is som
tainty inn thhiss ffooreecasst. 

Upperr MMidwwweestt - WWaWarm
Above  nnormmaal teempeerratuures ar
for thee reggioonn duuringg tthee 3-mon
Januarry is prreeddictted ass thhe warm
relativeee too nnoorrmaal anndd Feebruary
the colddesst. TThherre iss ssomme unce
tainty inn thhiss ffooreecasst.

West -- WWarrmmm
Above  nnormmaal teempeerratuures ar
expectteed for thee reggioon. Our 
model is inndiccaatinng thhaat tthe 
greatesstt wwarrmm  annommalliess will oc
in the mmonnthh oof JJanuuarry.
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About the Science:
Unlike other seasonal forecasts, 
sCast uses a unique initialization
scheme as input to its climate
model.  Our input is a combina-
tion of El Niño and temperature
trends in addition to snow cover
from remote parts of the world 
and the North Atlantic 
Oscillation and Arctic Oscillation 
patterns.  This provides a more 
complete indication of the 
overall forcing and allows more 
accurate seasonal forecasting 
than other models that
incorporate only ocean-based
factors in predicting seasonal
climate, including El Niño.

About AER:
Founded in 1977, Atmospheric
and Environmental Research, Inc.
is an award-winning environmen-
tal research, consulting and 
weather information services 
company with demonstrated
expertise in numerical weather 
prediction, climate dynamics and 
radiation, circulation diagnostics,
atmospheric chemistry, air 
quality and risk assessment, 
planetary sciences, remote 
sensing, satellite meteorology, 
and systems engineering. 
Consulting services are available.  
Visit our web site at 

www.aer.com
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The AER model is forecasting cold for much of Europe 
except for parts of Southern and Western Europe.  Analog 
years show warm in Northern Europe but cold in Eastern 
Europe.  Some uncertainty still exists with the forecast. 

Northern - Cold/Warm
Below normal temperatures are expected for much of the 
region during the 3-month period. Our model is indicating 
that January will be the warmest month and February the 
coldest month relative to normal.  There is some uncer-
tainty in this forecast.

Western - Warm/Cold
The model is predicting warm to the north and west with 
cold to the south and east.  Region-wide, January is predicted 
as the warmest month relative to normal.  There is some 
uncertainty in this forecast. 

North Central - Cold
The model is predicting below normal temperatures for the 
region.  February is predicted as the coldest month relative 
to normal.  There is some uncertainty in this forecast.

South Central - Cold/Warm
Below normal temperatures are predicted for the northwest-
ern region and above normal temperatures for the southeast-
ern region.  There is some uncertainty in this forecast.

Eastern - Cold/Warm
Below normal temperatures are predicted for the northern 
region and above normal temperatures for the southern 
region.  There is some uncertainty in this forecast.  

Below normal temperatures are predicted for the western 
region and above normal temperatures for the eastern 
region.  There is some uncertainty in this forecast.

Southern - Cold/Warm

Warm/Cold

Cold

Cold/Warm

Cold/Warm

Cold/Warm

Cold/Warm

Warm/ Cold
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About the Science:
Unlike other seasonal forecasts, 
sCast uses a unique initialization 
scheme as input to its climate 
model.  Our input is a combina-
tion of El Niño and temperature 
trends in addition to snow cover 
from remote parts of the world 
and the North Atlantic 
Oscillation and Arctic Oscillation 
patterns.  This provides a more 
complete indication of the 
overall forcing and allows more 
accurate seasonal forecasting 
than other models that 
incorporate only ocean-based 
factors in predicting seasonal 
climate, including El Niño.

About AER:
Founded in 1977, Atmospheric 
and Environmental Research, Inc. 
is an award-winning environmen-
tal research, consulting and 
weather information services 
company with demonstrated 
expertise in numerical weather 
prediction, climate dynamics and 
radiation, circulation diagnostics, 
atmospheric chemistry, air 
quality and risk assessment, 
planetary sciences, remote 
sensing, satellite meteorology,  
and systems engineering. 
Consulting services are available.   
Visit our web site at 
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European Discussion

Forecast Discussion

ssCast Temperature from Normal (°F) for Dec. 
2007, Jan. & Feb. 2008

sCast Temperature from Normal (°F) for Dec. 2007

sCast Temperature from Normal (°F) for Jan. 2008

sCast Temperature from Normal (°F) for Feb. 2008

sCast Temperature Forecast - Europe

Technical Discussion
The two major inputs for the winter forecast are Siberian 
snow cover and atmospheric conditions.  October Siberian 
snow cover was below normal.  Below normal snow cover 
indicates an overall warm winter.  However we feel that 
atmospheric conditions favor some extended cold conditions 
especially in Eastern and Central Europe.

J. Cohen, PhD
Director, Seasonal Forecasting
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For more information or to sign up for a demo, please contact an authorized sCast Sales Representative at  marketing@aer.com.

sCast FeaturessCast Features

Station 

3-MONTH AVERAGE (°F) 
Jan, Feb & March 2008 

3-MONTH TOTAL (Base 65°F) 
Jan, Feb & March 2008 

Daily Mean Temperature Cooling Degree Days Heating Degree Days

Anomaly Forecas t 
Most Likely 

Range 
Climate 
Normal 

Climate 
Normal 

Fore-
cas t 

Climate 
Normal Forecas t 

Atlanta -0 .2  47.7  45.0  - 50 .4  47.9  12  8  1574 1583 

Bos ton -1 .2  32.0  30.5  - 33 .5  33.2  1  0  2901 3006 

Chicago -0 .7  28.1  25.1  - 31 .1  28.8  1  0  3299 3371 

Cincinnati -0 .8  35.1  31.9  - 38 .3  35.9  3  0  2686 2725 

Dallas 0 .4  50.7  47.9  - 53 .5  50.3  20  14 1356 1309 

Des  Moines  -0 .3  28.2  24.9  - 31 .5  28.5  1  0  3333 3359 

Detroit -1 .6  27.9  25.1  - 30 .7  29.5  0  0  3263 3383 

Houston 0 .2  56.7  54.7  - 58 .7  56.5  100 92 887 869 

Kansas  C ity 0 .2  34.8  31.5  - 38 .1  34.6  0  0  2762 2755 

Las  Vegas  2 .9  55.4  52.8  - 58 .0  52.5  21  39  1201 947 

Minneapolis  -1 .0  20.8  17.5  - 24 .1  21.8  0  0  3962 4038 

New York -1 .3  35.3  33.5  - 37 .1  36.6  1  0  2608 2714 

Philadelphia -1 .2  35.6  33.2  - 38 .0  36.8  2  0  2585 2684 

Portland 0 .4  43.8  41.8  - 45 .8  43.4  0  0  1925 1915 

Sacramento 1 .1  51.8  50.3  - 53 .3  50.7  6  0  1313 1214 

Salt Lake C ity 2 .1  37.7  35.3  - 40 .1  35.6  0  0  2655 2504 

Tucson 1 .9  57.2  55.3  - 59 .1  55.3  28  57 877 713 

Baltimore -1 .2  36.0  33.1  - 38 .9  37.2  4  0  2489 2599 
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Summer forecasts (June-July-August) are released monthly beginnning in February- six 
months in advance.

Winter forecasts (December-January-February) are released monthly beginning in August-
six months in advance.

Forecast PeriodForecast Period

Delivered seamlessly and efficiently to you via electronic mail or a robust web-based 
interface.

5+yr Archive available on website.

Easy-to-read graphics, tabularized temperature anomaly, HDD/CDD forecasts and 
climatology and brief forecast discussion on city, regional and national basis.

One-page reports or the longer multi-page reports.
Report FormatReport Format

Released each month and updated weekly via email when needed.

Available by or before the 10th business day of each month.

Population Weighted Electricity, Gas and Oil reports presented in HDD and CDD format.

Regional and National Temperature reports for the U.S, Asia and Europe.

Regional and National Precipitation reports for the U.S, Asia and Europe.

Report TypesReport Types

AvailabilityAvailability
.

AccessAccess

Scheduled and ‘on-demand’ access to leading seasonal experts for private consultation.Leading ExpertsLeading ExpertsLeading Experts

2443825992489104ltimoreerr -1 .2 36.0 33.1 - 38.9 37.2

9914713877755728ucson 1.9 57.2 55.3 - 59.1 55.3

27729250250426526555000000lt Lakee C ity 22.11 3377.77 3355.33 -- 4400.11 3355.66

12841211214413113133110066crarr mento 11.11 5511.88 5500.33 - 5533.33 5500.77

187719151925000rtland 0.4 43.8 41.8 - 45.8 43.4

Region
Normal 

Electricity 
Weighted HDD

Forecast 
Electricity 

Weighted HDD

Observed 
Electricity 

Weighted HDD 
for 2007

North East 2910 3035 3032
Great Lakes 3143 3245 3201
Upper Midwest 3237 3255 3228
West 1684 1553 1626
South 1272 1291 1250
National 2030 2036 2026

Forecast HDD Difference from Normal for Dec 2007, Jan 2008, Feb 2008
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Forecast CDD Difference from Normal for Jun 2007, Jul 2007, Aug 2007
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Forecast CDD Difference from Normal for Jun 2007, Jul 2007, Aug 2007
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Europe TemperatureEurope Temperature

epresentative at marketing@aer com
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